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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed an increase in studies associated with image captioning, but
little of that knowledge has been utilised in the biomedical field. This thesis addresses
medical image captioning, referred as Diagnostic Captioning (DC), the task of assisting
medical experts in diagnosis/report drafting. We present deep learning uni-modal, crossmodal and multi-modal methods that aim to generate a representative “diagnostic text”
for a given medical image. The uni-modal approaches employ only one modality for both
input and output, and for the purpose of this thesis, text is the only acceptable option.
The cross-modal approaches use a medical image as input and output a text that explains
this image. The multi-modal approaches, utilise the radiology concepts (tags) used by
clinicians to describe a patient’s image (e.g., X-Ray, CT scan, etc.) as an additional input
data. The latter methods have not been adequately applied to biomedical research. We
also experimented with a novel technique that utilises the captions generated from all the
systems implemented as part of this thesis. Lastly, this thesis concerns the participation of
AUEB’s NLP Group, with the author being the main driver, in the 2022 ImageCLEFmedical
Caption Prediction task. Out of 10 teams, our team ranked second based on the primary
evaluation metric, using an encoder-decoder approach, and first based on the secondary
metric, utilising an ensemble technique applied to our generated captions.
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Περίληψη

Τα τελευταία χρόνια έχουν γίνει πολλές µελέτες σχετιϰές µε το πεδίο παραγωγής ϰειµένων
που περιγράφουν ειϰόνες, αλλά ελάχιστες από αυτές τις γνώσεις έχουν χρησιµοποιηϑεί στον τοµέα της βιοϊατριϰής. Η παρούσα πτυχιαϰή ασχολείται µε τη παραγωγή
περιγραφών ιατριϰών ειϰόνων, που αναφέρεται ως διαγνωστιϰή περιγραφή (DC), ένα
πρόβληµα όπου προσπαϑούµε να βοηϑήσουµε τους ιατρούς στη σύνταξη διαγνώσεωναναφορών. Παρουσιάζουµε µονοτροπιϰές, διατροπιϰές ϰαι πολυτροπιϰές µεϑόδους βαϑιάς µάϑησης που στοχεύουν στη δηµιουργία ενός αντιπροσωπευτιϰού “διαγνωστιϰού
ϰειµένου” για µια δεδοµένη ιατριϰή ειϰόνα. Οι µονοτροπιϰές προσεγγίσεις χρησιµοποιούν
µόνο µία µορφή τόσο για την είσοδο όσο ϰαι για την έξοδο, ϰαι για τους σϰοπούς της
παρούσας διατριβής, το ϰείµενο είναι η µόνη αποδεϰτή επιλογή. Οι διατροπιϰές προσεγγίσεις χρησιµοποιούν µια ιατριϰή ειϰόνα ως είσοδο ϰαι εξάγουν ένα ϰείµενο που εξηγεί
την ειϰόνα αυτή. Οι πολυτροπιϰές προσεγγίσεις χρησιµοποιούν τις αϰτινολογιϰές έννοιες (ετιϰέτες) που χρησιµοποιούνται από τους ϰλινιϰούς γιατρούς για να περιγράψουν
την ειϰόνα ενός ασϑενούς (π.χ. αϰτινογραφία, αξονιϰή τοµογραφία ϰ.λπ.) ως πρόσϑετα
δεδοµένα εισόδου. Αυτές οι µέϑοδοι δεν έχουν εφαρµοστεί επαρϰώς στη βιοϊατριϰή έρευνα. Πειραµατιστήϰαµε επίσης µε µια νέα τεχνιϰή που χρησιµοποιεί τις περιγραφές που
παράγονται από όλα τα συστήµατα που υλοποιήϑηϰαν στο πλαίσιο αυτής της πτυχιαϰής. Τέλος, η παρούσα πτυχιαϰή εργασία αφορά τη συµµετοχή της οµάδας Επεξεργασίας Φυσιϰής Γλώσσας του ΟΠΑ, µε ϰύριο οδηγό τον συγγραφέα, στο διαγωνισµό ImageCLEFmedical Caption Prediction του 2022. Από τις 10 οµάδες, η οµάδα µας ϰατέλαβε
τη δεύτερη ϑέση µε βάση την ϰύρια µετριϰή αξιολόγησης, χρησιµοποιώντας µια προσέγγιση ϰωδιϰοποιητή-αποϰωδιϰοποιητή, ϰαι την πρώτη ϑέση µε βάση τη δευτερεύουσα
µετριϰή, χρησιµοποιώντας µια τεχνιϰή συνδυασµού (ϰειµένων) που εφαρµόστηϰε στις
παραγόµενες διαγνώσεις µας.
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Introduction
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Recent years have shown an increase in workload in the biomedical field. More precisely,
medical experts examine a large number of radiology images every day (such as X-Ray,
CT scans, etc.), aiming to draft a diagnosis or describe the medical findings, for a patient.
This examination frequently requires a long time and is challenging for less-experienced
physicians. Computer Vision (CV), along with Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods,
come to solve this problem. Specifically, recent improvements in both fields, with novel
deep learning (DL) based approaches, can aid medical experts in this process. Many
contributions by recent researchers have proved that computer vision models can be very
useful in patient’s report (diagnosis) generation as well as in other downstream biomedical
tasks (e.g., medical image tagging, biomedical question answering, etc.) [NDK22; Moo+21;
Che+21; Zha+20]. They have further proved that these models can also reduce medical
errors [NDK22] produced by medical experts with no experience in diagnosis drafting.

This thesis discusses uni-modal, cross-modal as well as multi-modal methods for medical
image captioning, called Diagnostic Captioning (DC) [Pav+22]. Specifically, we present
approaches that take a patient’s radiology image and generate a text (report/diagnosis),
describing the findings of this image. Regarding multi-modal approaches, our novel approaches take radiology concepts (tags) assigned by medical experts to the given medical
images, in order to incorporate extra conceptual data about the patient’s image. It is worth
noting that in the area of biomedical research, these techniques have not been widely used.
This thesis presents encoder-decoder architectures, and deep neural retrieval approaches
with a novel technique that utilises the captions assigned to the test instances. For the
former, we had a CNN-RNN, and three models with state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance in
the biomedical field [Che+20; Che+21; Che+22]. Ensembles of the aforementioned models
were also used during the development of this thesis, as well as an ensemble technique that
only employs the captions generated from these systems using ClinicalBERT [HAR19].
Part of this thesis concerns the participation of AUEB’s NLP Group in the 2022 ImageCLEFmedical campaign, an annual competition where researchers implement methods that
help medical experts in medical image classification/captioning. It is worth emphasising
that the team, has managed to achieve 2nd place in the primary evaluation measure and
1st place in the secondary one, amongst 10 teams, with the author serving as the main
driver for the Caption Prediction task of this campaign. The thesis’ code is available at:
https://github.com/zaaachos/Thesis-Diagnostic-Captioning
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Thesis Disclaimer: It is worth noting that some of the experiments (mainly for 2022
ImageCLEFmedical campaign) come from team work, with the author serving as the
primary driver. As a result, the pronoun "we" will be used throughout this thesis to refer to
the author’s implementations along with his experiments (both collaborative and not).

1.1 Contribution
1. Implemented multi-modal models that use visual and medical terms/concepts (tags)
generated by medical specialists. In the area of biomedical research, these techniques
have not been widely used. The main intention was to incorporate more of each
patient’s information during medical image captioning.

2. Used state-of-the-art (SOTA) models with image clustering as a preliminary step in
the ImageCLEFmedical Caption Prediction datasets, which haven’t been investigated
in published literature, to the best of the author’s knowledge.

3. Created a novel ensemble technique that utilises the captions predicted by all systems
implemented, aiming at the best caption selection for a given test instance.

1.2 Thesis Structure
Chapter 2
Chapter 2 provides background material for several deep learning architectures that were
used throughout this thesis as well as methods and models that have been used in Image
Captioning research.
Chapter 3
In Chapter 3, we present the methods and approaches that were implemented during this
research in Diagnostic Captioning (DC).
Chapter 4
Chapter 4 presents the data, which were used for assessing our methods, along with an
exploratory data analysis for each dataset.
Chapter 5
In Chapter 5, the experiments we conducted along with their results are presented. Additionally, some interesting points noted upon these experiments for each dataset are also
mentioned.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 6
In Chapter 6, we provide the conclusions of the research of this thesis on DC, and we
propose additional approaches for future development in the biomedical field.

1.2

Thesis Structure
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2.1 Background
This section provides insight on the architectures that our systems were built upon, which
are deployed in image captioning tasks. In particular, we describe the Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs), the Encoder-Decoder (with an introduction to Recurrent Neural
Networks), and the Τransformers (vision or non-vision). It is worth noting that this
information is intended for readers who are unfamiliar with deep learning (DL).

Before we begin, it is essential to define what uni-modal, cross-modal and multi-modal
models are. A great survey for these three modalities is [Hei+22] which presents crucial
details for each kind of network for radiology report generation. Specifically:
• uni-modal: Models that use only one modality for both input and output, i.e. imageonly or text-only. For this thesis, the only acceptable option is text-only, as we want
our outputs to be diagnoses. Thus, these methods are blind to the image input and
are simply utilized as a basic baseline. The most well known uni-modal model for
DC is ClinicalBERT [HAR19], which is trained on numerous medical notes.
• cross-modal: Models whose inputs and outputs consist of two different modalities. The research of this thesis mainly deals with these types of networks, and in
particular image-to-text.
• multi-modal: Models that use two or more types of data as input. For our thesis,
we utilised image and tags as input to produce text.

2.1.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), first introduced by [LeC+89], are Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) that are primarily used for image processing tasks. CNNs, as every
Neural Network (NN), comprise an input layer, hidden layers and an output layer. Since
CNNs operate in a spatial manner as opposed to regular neural networks, each neuron in
a CNN is connected to the nearest neurons in the previous layer. Thus, the network tries
to identify important details across different parts of the input image.

5

The hidden layers of CNNs consist of three main modules, the convolutional layers, the
pooling layers and the fully connected layer (Fig. 2.1). The fully connected layer is primarily
used for classifying images (e.g., if this image depicts a dog). Τhe convolutional layers
slide over an image and apply filters (kernels) on the pixels of this image. These filters
are learned during training (i.e. during backpropagation), but the inspiration comes from
conventional image processing, where filters for sharpening, edge detection, blurring, etc.
are used. The outputs of this process are called convolved maps (feature maps). Then,
using a pooling operation, the pooling layers down-sample these feature maps from the
prior convolutional blocks, producing a summary of the feature maps. There are two basic
pooling operations, the Average Pooling and the Maximum Pooling. The former calculates
the average and the latter the maximum, of each value across the convolved maps. The
learning of important visual features of an image becomes more efficient, by stacking more
convolutional layers as well as pooling layers. This stems from the fact that as the CNN
grows, more representations of larger regions are produced [Cho17]. More precisely, the
network becomes more receptive to a wider region of pictures as its depth rises. They start
by representing the smaller components of the input image, and then they combine those
representations together to represent the bigger areas.

Fig. 2.1: An example of a Convolutional Neural Network (LeNet-5), used for hand-written letters/digits recognitions. There are many stacked convolutional as well as pooling layers,
which enhance the performance of the classification problem. It is important to mention
that the values of the filters in convolutional layers are learnt via backpropagation. Figure
taken from [LeC+98].

2.1.2 Encoder-Decoder

Both the field of Computer Vision (CV) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) have
benefited greatly from encoder-decoder architectures, which were first introduced by
[SVL14] for Neural Machine Translation (NMT). The encoder and the decoder are the two
main components of encoder-decoder models. The former takes input data (text, image,
etc.) and converts it into one or more feature vectors that represent the information of
this input. The decoder is the module that is responsible for reading this feature vector,
interpreting the representations and producing the output.

6
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Recalling the CNN’s architecture (see Subsection 2.1.1), the convolutional and pooling
layers together make up the encoder, as they take the pixels from an image and transform
them into a feature map representation (encoded version), and the fully connected layer
serves as the decoder, as it decodes these features into a class (e.g., dog, cat, etc.). An
illustration of an encoder-decoder architecture can be seen in Fig. 2.2.

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are yet another fascinating encoder-decoder architecture. Unlike the regular NNs, RNNs are equipped with the concept of “memory”, which
enables them to store information from previous states. Hidden states store the information from earlier sequences of inputs in order to assist the construction of later outputs.
These kinds of architectures benefit text generation because they are able to store previous
text context through their memory usage. The most popular RNNs are Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) [HS97], Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [Chu+14] and their Biderectional
variants (Bi-LSTM, Bi-GRU). A high-level illustration of an RNN is provided in Fig. 2.3.

Fig. 2.2: An encoder-decoder architecture, used for translating a text from English to German.

Fig. 2.3: A recurrent neural network (RNN) for sentiment analysis (h_i is the hidden state at time
step i).

Encoder-decoders are divided into four different varieties. These are: One to One, One to
Many, Many to One and Many to Many. In each title of the four variants, the words that
precede and follow the word ‘to’ define the number of inputs and outputs of these models,
respectively. An illustration of these four types is provided in Fig 2.4. During this thesis,
we only worked with One to Many cross-modal models and Many to Many multi-modal
models. For the former, the input was an image and the outputs consisted of the words
that were generated by the decoders in each time-step. In contrast to the former, we added
text (tags) as an additional input for the latter.

2.1

Background
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Fig. 2.4: The four different types of an encoder-decoder architecture.

2.1.3 Transformers
Transformers have been recently considered as a crucial advancement in the Natural
Language Processing (NLP) field, having achieved state-of-the-art performance in many
downstream tasks (e.g., sentiment analysis, text generation, etc.) [Bro+20; Dev+19; Jia+20].
These networks, first introduced by [Vas+17], are encoder-decoder architectures (see
Section 2.1.2). They employ a mechanism that is called attention [BCB15], which enables
the decoder to make use of the input sequence’s most relevant segments. In contrast to
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) that utilise only previous states of inputs (see Section
2.1.2), Transformers can utilise the entire input concurrently. Therefore, Transformers are
faster, having the capacity to parse entire documents without a huge increase in training
time (e.g., BERT [Dev+19] applications), outperforming earlier architectures including
LSTMs.

The first step before the learning process of Transformers, is to feed the input data (e.g., the
words or characters of a text) into a linear layer, often initialised with a pre-training step,
which is called embedding layer. This layer produces feature vectors, named embeddings
(if they represent words, they are also called word embeddings). RNNs (see Section
2.1.2) also use embeddings for their input data. Tranformers use an additional layer
(positional encoding) that produces a distinctive representation of each input, denoting
its position in a sequence. 1 The feature vectors along with their positional information
(positional embeddings) define the inputs of the Transformer encoder. An illustration of
this architecture can be found in Fig 2.5

In recent years, Transformer-based models joined the field of Computer Vision (CV),
having already achieved state-of-the-art results in many tasks that involve images (e.g.,
image classification, image captioning, image generation). These consist of the Vision
Transformers (ViTs) that were first introduced by [Dos+20]. It should be noted that the
1

A clear explanation of the positional encoding representations can be found here: https://machinelearningmastery.com/a-gentleintroduction-to-positional-encoding-in-transformer-models-part-1/
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Fig. 2.5: A regular Transformer architecture. Left is the Encoder module and right the Decoder.
The number N refers to how many encoder as well as decoder layers are used in the
learning process. Figure taken from [Vas+17].

encoder of ViTs receives patches of the images (visual tokens) along with their positional
embedding (as described above) as its input. An illustration of Vision Transformer can be
found in Fig. 2.6. Researchers have also managed to use ViTs as an alternative to Convolutional Neural Networks (see Subsection 2.1.1). They observed that Vision Transformers
are better for image understanding tasks due to the fact that they can learn complex
relationships between parts of an image by encoding their relative position. In particular,
CNNs are excellent at detecting significant features (such as the legs, hands, ears, and
head in humans), but they find it hard to comprehend the spatial relationships between
these features. Consider the scenario where we have two images: one of a normal human
being and the other of a creature with four legs and three hands. CNNs will incorrectly
categorise both images as human. Vision Transformers, in contrast, are more effective,
because they can recognise the quantity of features and the connections between them,
even using less parameters. However, using both CNNs and ViTs in image processing
tasks has now become a common practise in studies, leading to the production of more
useful features for various downstream tasks.

2.1

Background
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Fig. 2.6: The Vision Transformer architecture used for image classification. As we see, before
being fed into ViT’s encoder, images are sequentially divided into patches. Figure taken
from [Dos+20].

2.2 Related Work
This section presents previous works in the field of NLP and DL that have achieved stateof-the-art performance in captioning for generic images (e.g., the caption is a description
of the image) or medical images (e.g., the caption is the diagnosis). Before presenting any
model it is important to describe what generic image captioning and diagnostic captioning
actually are. Generic image captioning, or captioning, is the process of generating a textual
description of an image. An example of this task can be seen in Fig. 2.7. Diagnostic
captioning (DC) is the process of generating a diagnostic text for a medical image (e.g.,
X-rays, computed tomography (CT) scans, etc.).

Fig. 2.7: An example of the results produced by an Image Captioning model. 2
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2.2.1 Generic Image Captioning
The task of generic image captioning is well known in both the NLP and the DL fields,
and has received various contributions from many researchers. COCO (Microsoft COCO)
[Lin+14] is the most popular dataset that is used to assess the systems developed for this
task. COCO is also used for object detection as well as for image segmentation related
tasks. This dataset contains 330K images, more than 220K of which being labelled. Each
image is accompanied by 5 unique captions; each of them describes this image in a different
way. Apart from captions, object location features are also provided for each image, which
can be used by systems to assist them in comprehending the image’s contents.

Two of the most popular models, that used to be state-of-the-art (SOTA) in generic image
captioning tasks, and that set the foundations for further improvements, are Show and
Tell (SnT) [Vin+15] and its updated version Show, Attend and Tell (SAnT) [Xu+15]. Both
models employ a deep Convolution Neural Network (CNN) to produce the feature maps
for a given image input. The caption generation process for both models is acted as a
classification problem, as they try to predict the next word token in every time-step. Both
models employ a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), and a Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) [HS97] in particular, for the generation process. The attention module of the Show,
Attend and Tell model, which attends over the image based on the previously generated
word tokens, is the only difference between these two architectures. Both architectures
for SnT and SAnT can be found in Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9 respectively.

Fig. 2.8: The Show and Tell model. This image is taken from [Vin+15].

Currently, OFA (One For All) [Wan+22] and LEMON (LargE-scale iMage captiONer)
[Hu+22] are the current SOTA systems in COCO. The former is a unified multimodal
architecture pretrained on only 20M publicly available image-text pairs. Apart from
generic image captioning, it can also be used for many image related tasks (e.g., image
generation, image classification, visual question answering (VQA), etc.). It is an encoderdecoder (see Subsection 2.1.2) based architecture that utilises stacked Transformers (see
Subsection 2.1.3) with self-attention and Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN) layers. The
image representations, before passing through the encoder, are produced using a ResNet
2

https://towardsdatascience.com/image-captioning-in-deep-learning-9cd23fb4d8d2
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Fig. 2.9: The Show, Attend and Tell model. As we can see, the Attention mechanism is applied
over the image in each time-step. This image is taken from [Xu+15].

encoder [K H+16]. In contrast to regular Transformers, the authors of OFA substituted
position embeddings (see Subsection 2.1.3), with the relationship between position and
features (correlation), along with a position bias. In order to adjust to different tasks, OFA’s
authors managed to use a unified vocabulary where every visual and textual token is
represented in one common representation space. A key benefit of OFA is its simplicity for
a sequence-to-sequence model, that allowed it to only require 20M data for pre-training,
as opposed to the earlier SOTA multimodal models that required much more data. It
is additionally competitive in zero-shot learning as well as in adjusting out-of-domain
information without fine-tuning. An illustration of the OFA’s pretraining tasks can be
found in Fig. 2.10.

Fig. 2.10: The OFA pretraining phase on several downstream tasks. This image was taken from [K
H+16].

In contrast, LEMON was pre-trained on an extensive amount of data, in particular on
200M image-caption pairs. This model is the first model that experimented with the
scaling behaviour of vision-language pre-training (VLP) for the image captioning task.
Particularly, the authors of LEMON were able to analyse LEMON’s behaviour with a
wide range of parameters (ranging from 13M to 675M), scaling the size of pre-trained
models in the process. LEMON is also a multi-modal architecture consisting of an image
feature extractor and a Transformer module. The former employs a pre-trained Faster
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R-CNN model [Zha+21] for extracting images’ regions of interest (RoI) concatenated with
the location of their bounding boxes. LEMON’s authors also used the same extractor
to detect object tags. Thus, the image and tag embeddings generated from the image
feature extractor and the word embeddings from the caption, constitute the input of the
Transformer module. The latter comprises stacked layers of encoders, each of which has a
multi-head self-attention (MSA) and a feed-forward layer (FF). LEMON follows a sequenceto-sequence Masked Language Modelling (MLM) approach, substituting the common
practise of bidirectional MLMs (as the authors found it ineffective for text generation).
Specifically, during training, it randomly masks out some words, as BERT does ([Dev+19]),
and at the inference stage, given the previous predicted tokens, it tries to predict the next
word hidden by the [MASK] token. Additionally, LEMON is remarkably competent in
identifying a variety of long-tail visual objects, even when used in a zero-shot learning.
Finally, the authors’ findings showed that performance significantly improved as the model
size and pre-trained data increased.

2.2.2 Diagnostic Captioning
Recent research has also been conducted in Diagnostic Captioning (or Medical Image
Captioning) but has not received the same attention as in Generic Image Captioning. This
thesis is inspired by [Pav+22; PKA19], two significant surveys conducted on the biomedical
field, that have provided to the author of this thesis great knowledge on how artificial
intelligence (AI) can help medical experts in producing diagnostic text (e.g., draft of a
medical report) for patients. They present significant exploratory analysis for biomedical
data as well as for their implemented methods. Two of the authors of the aforementioned
surveys have also made RTEx [Kou+21], a DC architecture that is used for diagnosing
abnormal chest radiographs. Its architecture comprises 3 main modules, each of which
employ a DenseNet-121 [Hua+17] CNN encoder to produce image representations for each
image. The first one is the RTEx@R, a ranking image classifier used for discriminating
abnormal from normal images. The second one is the RTEx@T, a multi-label classifier
for predicting the abnormal tags for each abnormal image classified from RTEx@R. The
third and final module, RTEx@X, finds the nearest image from all training images that
shared the same tags (produced from RTEx@T), and assigns its caption to the provided
test image. The RTEx architeture can be found in Fig. 2.11.

Fig. 2.11: The RTEx architecture with its 3 main stages. This image was taken from [Kou+21].
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The current SOTA model (to the best of the author’s knowledge) for DC is CvT2DistilGPT2
[NDK22], an encoder-decoder architecture which is used for chest X-ray report generation.
Its encoder employs a Convolutional vision Transformer (CvT) [Wu+21a], pre-trained
on ImageNet-21K [Den+09], to produce the image representations. Then these features,
after passing through a linear layer, are fed into its decoder. The latter utilises a DistilGPT2 [San+19], a smaller version of the Generative Pre-trained Transformer 2 (GPT-2)
[Rad+19] model that is used for language understanding tasks. This model has managed
to outperform earlier SOTA models like R2Gen[Che+20], its updated version R2GenCMN
[Che+21], as well as VisualGPT [Che+22]. These three systems were employed throughout
this thesis; further material on each will be included in Section 3.1. CvT2DistilGPT2’s
architecture can be found in Fig. 2.12.

Fig. 2.12: The CvT2DistilGPT2 architecture. It is worth noting that both the encoder and the
decoder are Transformer based models (see Section 2.1.3). This image was taken from
[NDK22].

A multi-modal architecture with high performance in several biomedical vision-language
tasks (e.g., diagnosis classification, report generation, medical visual questioning answering
etc.) is MedViLL [Moo+21]. Its architecture is provided in Fig. 2.13 where we can observe
that it is divided into three modules. The first one is the Visual Embedding, where the
authors used a CNN with a fully-connected layer on top, to produce image features. During
pre-training, to prevent overfitting and improve the acquisition of semantic information
from visual input [Irv+19], the authors randomly selected a subset of all the visual features
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as the visual inputs. The second module is a Language Feature Embbedding that utilises
a BERT [Dev+19] model to generate word embeddings for each caption. The final concatenated embeddings of visual and text features are produced by the last module: Joint
Embedding. MedViLL’s training is based on two tasks, Masked Language Modelling (MLM)
(as mentioned above in Section 2.2.1) and Image Report Matching (IRM). In the latter task,
we attempt to determine whether an image and a report belong to a pair (i.e. if a report
responds to an image). Lastly, for the multi-modal representations, the authors experimented with four different self-attention modules; the Bidirectional, Seq2Seq, Bidirectional
Auto-regressive, and Non-crossing self-attention masks. Α high level illustration of these
four self-attention schemes can be seen at Fig. 2.14. More precisely, the Bidirectional
enables unrestricted context learning between both the visual and language modalities by
letting all inputs to interact independently. The Seq2Seq (Sequence-to-Sequence) provides
for restricted context learning; linguistic features focus only on previous words, while
visual features are not permitted to focus on any linguistic features. The Bidirectional
Auto-regressive (BAR), which is first introduced by the authors [Moo+21], allows image
features to be mixed with language features (as opposed to Seq2Seq). This approach, which
performs well in both generation and understanding tasks, employs Auto-regressive attention masks to the language modality to improve joint embedding (see Fig.2.13) between
visual and language modalities. Lastly, the Non-crossing blocks the interaction of two
modalities (i.e. visual and linguistic).

Fig. 2.13: The MedViLL architecture. Image taken from [Moo+21].

2.3 ImageCLEFmedical Caption campaign
This thesis also discusses the findings from the participation of the author in ImageCLEFmedical 2022 Caption Task [Rüc+22]. This task is part of the CLEF campaign [Ion+22]
that is held annually since 2003, holding many different tasks. Specifically, the author
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Fig. 2.14: The four different self-attention modules that MedViLL’s authors experimented with.
Image taken from [Moo+21].

competed as a member of AUEB’s NLP Group in the Caption Prediction task, being the
main driver for the development and evaluation of the group’s submitted systems.

Some of the models were inspired by previous submissions [Cha+21; Kar+20; KPA19],
where a neural retrieval approach based on k-NN was used. We extended previous work
by applying a captions-aware method as well as experimenting with newer versions of
encoders. We also experimented with R2Gen [Che+20], using image clustering as a first
step, as well as an encoder-decoder model based on Show and Tell [Vin+15]. The latter
approach has managed to outperform all the aforementioned models and it ranked 2nd in
official evaluation measures among 10 teams. Lastly, an Ensemble method, that utilises the
captions predicted from other submissions, was also used, as an additional approach for
this competition. More details about these models will be discussed in Section 3.
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Methods

This section will describe each approach and model implemented throughout this thesis.
Many of these methods were used during the ImageCLEFmedical campaign.

3.1 Retrieval-based Approach
3.1.1 Cross-modal
This approach is heavily inspired by [PKA19; Pav+22], and by previous work of AUEB’s
NLP Group in the ImageCLEFmedical competition, that had led to first rankings in previous
years [Cha+21; Kar+20; KPA19]. This approach is based on a retrieval method called k
nearest neighbours (in short k-NN). This is a supervised machine learning (ML) algorithm
that is often used for classification and regression. At inference time, given a test instance,
k-NN retrieves the k-closest training instances using a distance function between them.
For this algorithm, the most common function that is applied between two n-dimensional
data points to measure their distance, is Euclidean Distance, which is defined as:
d = Euclidean(X, Y ) =

q

(x1 − y1 )2 + (x2 − y2 )2 + ... + (xN − yN )2

(3.1)

where X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xN ) and Υ = (y1 , y2 , ..., yN ).
The output for a given test instance is then generated using the k aforementioned retrieved
instances. Generally, in classification tasks, k-NN selects the majority label of the retrieved
k neighbours, and in regression tasks, the mean value of the k neighbours, as the final
output. For our problem, given a test image, we retrieved the k most similar training
images and we assigned the most representative caption from the captions of the k nearest
neighbors, as the prediction for this test image.

More precisely, we used an image encoder pre-trained on ImageNet [Den+09], to obtain
the embeddings of each training image. Features were extracted from the last average
pooling layer of the network. All image encoders that we experimented with, can be
found at Table 3.1. During inference, the test image embeddings were extracted using
the same encoder, and using the aforementioned k-NN algorithm, the k most similar
training images were retrieved. We tested a number of distance similarity functions for
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the retrieval process (such as spatial distance and matrix multiplication), and found that
cosine similarity worked best.1,2 The latter is defined as follows:

n
uv
i=1 ui vi
pPn
= pPn
2
2
∥u∥∥v∥
i=1 (ui )
i=1 (vi )

P

cos(u, v) =

(3.2)

where u,v are two vectors. The Consensus Caption (CC) method of [Dev+15] was used to
choose the caption for the provided test image. Specifically, retrieving the captions of the
k nearest training instances, we created a set S. Among the captions in S, the caption c∗
with the highest textual similarity with the other captions in S was selected:

c∗ = argmax
c∈S

X

cos(c, c′ )

(3.3)

c′ ∈S

where cos denotes the cosine similarity. We experimented with two feature extraction
methods, in order to calculate the textual similarity:
• TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) representations of the captions.
3 This indicator is used to rank the relevance of words in corpus-based texts. The
TF (Term Frequency) counts the number of occurrences of a specific token t, in
a document. The IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) examines the frequency (or
rarity) of a token/word t within the corpus. Both formulas for TF and IDF are defined
as follows:
count(t)
D
T F (t) =
IDF (t) = log( )
(3.4)
dN
Dt
where count(t) (in TF score) denotes the number of occurences of a token/word
t inside a single document d and dN refers to the total number of tokens/words
present on this document d. Furthermore, in IDF score, D denotes the total number
of documents in the utilised corpus and Dt represents the total number of documents inside the corpus that include the token t. Using these formulas, the TF-IDF
representation of a single token t is calculated as follows:
TF-IDF(t) = T F (t) · IDF (t)

(3.5)

For this thesis, training captions denotes the corpus. The TF-IDF vectorization
process entails determining the TF-IDF score for each word in this corpus in relation
to a particular caption, and then storing that data as a vector. As a result, each
caption in our corpus would have its own vector that would contain the TF-IDF
scores for each and every word used in the whole set of captions.
1

https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/spatial.distance.html

2

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.pairwise.cosine_similarity.html

3

https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/tf-idf-term-frequency-technique-easiest-explanation-for-text-classification-in-nlp-with-code8ca3912e58c3
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• Caption text embeddings extracted from ClinicalBERT [Als+19]; a BERT [Dev+19]
based model pre-trained on numerous clinical notes.
In effect, the caption closest to the centroid of the k retrieved captions, was chosen as
the prediction for the test image. A high level illustration of this approach is provided in
Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1: Illustration of how the retrieval-based method (Sec. 3.1) works at inference time. The
training image embeddings were computed offline.

3.1.2 Multi-modal
In some datasets, every patient’s image, apart from a report, comes along with its tags,
describing the medical concepts of the image (more details for each dataset will be described
in Sec. 4, Fig. 4.3). For the multi-modal version, an extended approach was implemented,
by incorporating the linguistic information from these image concepts/tags. Firstly, we
created tags embeddings for each training instance by initialising an embedding layer, with
the FastText embeddings. 4 Image features extracted from the employed image encoder
concatenated with the tags embeddings were used as training feature representations.
During inference, given a test instance, and using the same pre-trained embedding layer
as well as the same image encoder, we extracted the tags’ embeddings and image features,
respectively. Using the concatenated version of the image & tags features (i.e. test feature
representation), we retrieved the k most similar training instances, based on the cosine
similarity of their feature representation (image & tags) with the test feature representation.
Then, we continued with the caption selection using the same process (i.e. Consensus
Caption selection) as described above. An illustration of the multi-modal version can be
found at Fig. 3.2.

3.1.3 Ensembles
Lastly, ensembles of different k-NNs that combine different image encoders of Table 3.1
were also used. In particular, during inference, for each test image, we collected the
4

https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawlvectors.html
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Fig. 3.2: Illustration of how the multi-modal version of retrieval-based method (Sec. 3.1) works at
inference time.

captions produced by each ensemble member and selected a single caption from them
using the CC method [Dev+15]. For this approach, we only used ClinicalBERT [HAR19]
to calculate textual similarity, as it performed better in early experiments.
Image Encoder
DenseNet-121 [Hua+17]
DenseNet-201 [Hua+17]
EfficientNetB0 [TL19]
EfficientNetB5 [TL19]
InceptionResNetV2 [Sze+17]
ResNet50V2 [He+16b]
BEiT [BDW22]
CoTNet50 [Li+22]

Image Input shape
224x224x3
224x224x3
229x229x3
224x224x3
384x384x3
224x224x3

Tab. 3.1: All image encoders that were used throughout this thesis. It is worth noting that before
passing the raw image through each encoder, an image reshape was necessary. The first
two numbers of the Image Input shape column refer to width and height respectively, and
the third one (number 3) to the three inputs channels.

3.2 CNN-RNN
3.2.1 Cross-modal
Two types of cross-modal encoder-decoder (see Section 2.1.2) architectures were used
for this approach that are based on the Show and Tell [Vin+15] and Show, Attend and
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Tell [Xu+15] models, respectively. 5 6 The main difference between these two models,
as mentioned in Subsection 2.2.2, is the attention mechanism of the latter model, which
attends over the image based on the previously generated word tokens, in order to boost
the performance of report generation. However, this model, after conducting many experiments, performed worse than the Show and Tell model. Therefore the employment of this
model was discontinued. For the Show and Tell related model, a CNN (see Section 2.1.1)
image encoder (in particular from Table 3.1) pre-trained on ImageNet [Den+09] was used to
extract visual features with a 20% dropout from input images. Features were also extracted
from the last average pooling layer of the network, as we did in the previous method. A
pre-trained embedding layer (the same used in the retrieval-based approach of Section 3.1)
with a stacked layer of two GRUs [Chu+14] on top was also used to produce text embeddings, of the previous text sequence. This was our Text Encoder. The concatenation of the
image features and the text representations was then fed onto the RNN Decoder module
that utilises a GRU network, whose last hidden state is followed by a feed-forward neural
network (FFNN). The latter yielded a probability distribution over the vocabulary and
chose the next word token. Unlike the original Show and Tell model that uses the image
only as the initial state of the Decoder, we fed it to the Decoder at each time step. A high
level illustration of how the whole network works at inference time, can been seen at
Fig 3.3.

Fig. 3.3: Illustration of the employed CNN-RNN architectures (Sec. 3.2) during inference stage.
The Text Encoder module comprises the pre-trained embedding layer with a stacked layer
of two GRUs on top as mentioned in Section 3.2, and is used to generate a representation
of the previous text sequence.
5

Inspired by: https://machinelearningmastery.com/develop-a-caption-generation-model-in-keras/

6

Based on: https://colab.research.google.com/github/tensorflow/docs/blob/master/site/en/tutorials/text/image_captioning.ipynb
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A pre-process was also applied to our training captions (Table 3.2). Specifically, we used
the following steps:

1. Converted each numerical to the corresponding word representation (e.g., 1 to one,
2 to two, ..., 10 to ten, etc.)

2. Converted all the contractions used in the captions, into their full format (e.g., I
won’t to I will not, I’ll to I will, etc.)

3. Lower-cased every caption.

4. Removed all sentences with less than 5 character length (e.g., “the.”).

5. Added a start and an end token at the beginning and end of each text, respectively.
Α sequence separator token was also added between sentences of the captions, for
better understanding.

6. Removed all punctuation.

After pre-processing each training report, we created a vocabulary using Keras Tokenizer,
keeping only the words that appeared 3 or more times in the training captions.7 The
out-of-vocabulary words (OOV) were replaced by an <UNK> token. The maximum length
was set to 40 tokens, based on preliminary experiments on our data. More precisely, input
captions had different lengths, so we used padding and truncation in order to deal with
short and long sentences respectively. Padding adds a special token to ensure shorter
sequences will have the same length as the longest sequence. On the other hand, long
sequences are shortened via truncation. So, every caption had the same fixed-size (i.e.
40)
Tab. 3.2: Example of a text sequence input before and after the followed pre-processing steps, used
in the CNN-RNN approach (see Sec. 3.2).

Before

After

7
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1. Increased opacity in the right upper lobe with XXXX associated atelectasis
may represent focal consolidation or mass lesion with atelectasis. Recommend
chest CT for further evaluation.
startsequence increased opacity in the right upper lobe with xxxx associated
atelectasis may represent focal consolidation or mass lesion with atelectasis
endofsequence recommend chest ct for further evaluation endsequence

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/keras/preprocessing/text/Tokenizer
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3.2.2 Multi-modal

For the multi-modal version we adopted the same idea described in Section 3.1. Specifically,
tags were fed into our Tag Encoder. It comprises the same pre-trained Embedding layer
of our Text Encoder with a GRU [Chu+14] on top, to produce tags representations. The
latter concatenated with the image and previous text sequence representations, comprised
the input of the Decoder module, which produces the next word. It is worth noting that
we did not apply any of the aforementioned pre-processing steps to the training tags.
An illustration of this architecture is provided in Fig. 3.5. For the generation purpose for
both cross-modal and multi-modal models, we experimented with both greedy decoding
(selecting the vocabulary word with the highest predicted probability at each decoding
step) and beam search decoding (searching for the most probable sequence of output words,
as in machine translation) with different beam sizes (in particular in range [1, 10]). An
example of how the beam search work can be seen at Fig. 3.4

Fig. 3.4: Illustration of the Beam Search algorithm, with beam size = 2. For example, here we have
“they walk” as the current text sequence. Beam search selects the two best next candidate
words, according to their probability, given in parentheses (here “down” and “on”). When
it comes to the next round of selection, we can observe that the branches generated by
word “on” (which has the highest probability among the first two selections) have less
chances to be selected than branches from word “down”. So at this point, we continue
with the word “down” and its branches with the same technique, until we either reach
a maximum output length or the “END-TOKEN” is shown up. At the end, beam search
selects the next word from the top (immediately after the input text) that fits better. Here
we have “they walk down”.

3.2 CNN-RNN
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Fig. 3.5: Illustration of the employed multi-modal CNN-RNN architectures (Sec. 3.2).

3.2.3 Ensembles
Lastly, ensembles of different CNN-RNN models were also used throughout this thesis.
Specifically, we implemented three different ensembles with different encoders (see Table 3.1), which all used greedy decoding. Below, we describe each ensemble approach:

1. Maximum Probability (MP): At each decoding step we select the single word
with the highest probability from the n probability distributions produced by the n
ensemble members

2. Maximum Voting Probability (MVP) [KB20]: At each decoding step we keep
the most probable word from the probability distribution of each ensemble member
as the word selected by that ensemble member, and we output the word that was
selected by most ensemble members.

3. Average Probability (AP) [KB20]: At each decoding step, each word is assigned
the average of the probabilities assigned to that word by the ensemble members.
We then output the word with the highest average probability. An extension of
this approach could use weighted probability averaging, with weights reflecting
how well each ensemble member performs on its own on validation data, so that
better ensemble members would influence more the predictions of the ensemble
than worse ones.
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3.3 Transformer-based models
In this subsection, as mentioned in Section 2.1.3, we will describe R2Gen [Che+20], its
updated version R2Gen+CMN [Che+21] as well as VisualGPT [Che+22]. All these models
are also encoder-decoder (see Section 2.1.2) architectures with stacked layers of encoders
and decoders, each of which utilise Transformers [Vas+17]. The decoding stage of every
model follows the same process. That is, a self-attention mechanism pays attention to
the prior decoder output and integrates this information with visual features from input
images, using a cross-attention mechanism. The latter uses two inputs to decide where to
attend in each one of them. This is used to decide where to attend on the visual features.
Lastly, the result representation is passed through an FFNN to produce the output (i.e. the
next word token for the report). A more detailed view of the employed architectures is
described below:

• R2Gen [Che+20] 8 : This is a memory-driven Transformer architecture that employs
a ResNet101 [He+16a] to extract image features (in particular patch embeddings). The
visual representations are then passed to a Transformer encoder-decoder [Vas+17],
whose decoder is enhanced with a relational memory (RM) and a (memory-driven
conditional) layer normalisation (MCLN). An illustration of this architecture can
be found at Fig. 3.6. The RM uses a memory matrix that is updated after each word
token prediction, i.e., whenever a word is added to the caption being generated.
The main idea behind this module is to transfer important patterns of words from
previous generations and incorporate relevant information to the next ones. The
update of the memory is processed by a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with a multihead attention mechanism, applied to the previous memory matrix Mt−1 and the
word embedding of the last output. Each matrix Mt is the output of the RM block
that contains word embeddings of previous generations. Then, this Mt matrix is
passed through the MCLN block. The MCLN is a block, whose main process is to
incorporate the information of previous generations, to the decoding process of
Transformer. It uses two parameters, which utilise the learnt representations of
the RM block. The first one strengthens these representations, while the second
one regulates them. The latter, is used as a bias, aiming at balancing the learnt
parameters that the decoding process will use.
• R2Gen+CMN [Che+21] 9 : Being an updated version of the previous mentioned
model (i.e. R2Gen), R2Gen+CMN is also a memory-driven Transformer that utilises
a new mechanism that the authors call Cross-modal Memory Network (CMN). This
module tries to match the visual patches extracted from the same image encoder
ResNet101 used in R2Gen with the textual features extracted from previous word
8

https://github.com/zhjohnchan/R2Gen

9

https://github.com/zhjohnchan/R2GenCMN
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Fig. 3.6: R2Gen’s architecture that is described in Section 3.3. Figure taken from [Che+20].

generations. It employs a memory matrix, which stores the information from the
encoding and decoding process. The CMN works in two stages to utilise this matrix.
The first stage, called querying, identifies the matching pairs of visual and text
features, by computing the distance similarity of their representations. Then, the
matching pair vectors are passed through the second stage that the authors call
responding. By utilising a trainable weight Wv to weight the matching vectors,
one can acquire the memory responses for both visual and textual features in this
process. Lastly, the visual features and the textual features are then passed to the
encoder transformer and to the decoder transformer, respectively. An illustration of
this architecture can be seen at Fig. 3.7.

Fig. 3.7: R2Gen+CMN’s architecture that is described in Section 3.3. The blue box depicts the CMN
module. Figure taken from [Che+21].
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• VisualGPT [Che+22] 10 : Instead of CNN, VisualGPT’s encoders utilise a regular
Transformer [Vas+17] to extract visual embeddings from input images. These visual
features are then fed into the decoders, which use a cross-attention mechanism
that attends to particular points of these features, in order to enhance the report
generation. Two gates, named B V and B L , also contribute to this enhancement, by
handling the visual and textual information. More precisely, these gates are matrices
that regulate which information from the attended medical image and the attended
previous decoder output will be used. An illustration of how a decoder layer works
in VisualGPT can be found in Fig. 3.8.

Fig. 3.8: VisualGPT’s decoder module that is described in Section 3.3 along with a regular Tranformer’s decoder (see again Section 2.1.3 for more details). The Add&Norm blocks are
residual blocks that are used to add the data vectors of a previous layer to the current one,
with a normalisation layer on top. I refers to image embeddings, H to textual features and
Zm−1 to the output of the previous decoder layer. This figure was taken from [Che+22]
and edited for the purposes of this thesis.

Gates B V and B L apply an element-wise multiplication with the attended visual
features and attended textual features, respectively. In each time step, only one of the
attended image or the attended previous decoder output is passed through because
in each value of the gate matrices, exactly one gate is equal to zero. This regulation
is handled by a threshold parameter. In other words, if the value at location i of the
output of the previous decoder layer is below this threshold then BiV = 0 , while if
that value is above that threshold then BiL = 0. The key concept is to focus on the
image while using high values and leaving low ones alone. It is worth noting that
despite the fact that VisualGPT was trained on medical datasets, the available code
is compatible only for COCO. Thus, we managed to create a new data loading class
for medical ones.

10

https://github.com/Vision-CAIR/VisualGPT
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3.4 Captions Ensemble Model
In this method, we used the captions produced by each of the earlier approaches/models
for a specific image to build an ensemble model. This kind of architecture is a uni-modal
(see Section 2.1) model as it only uses text (both for input and output) for the report
generation. For this thesis we’ll refer to it as Captions Ensemble Model (CEM, for short).
To be more precise, for each test instance, we gathered all the captions assigned to it by the
aforementioned models (i.e. k-NN of Sec. 3.1, CNN-RNN of Sec. 3.2, R2Gen of Sec. 3.3, etc.),
and we applied the Consensus Caption (CC) technique, analysed in Section 3.1, to select
one of the gathered captions. The key idea was to have more captions to contribute to
the report assignment, aiming at the selection of the most suitable one. For this approach,
we only used ClinicalBERT [HAR19] to extract caption embeddings instead of TF-IDF
representations, as it showed better results in preliminary experiments. A high level
illustration of the CEM can be seen at Fig. 3.9.

Fig. 3.9: Illustration of the Captions Ensemble Model of Section 3.4, which utilises the Consensus
Caption technique of [Dev+15] and ClinicalBERT [HAR19] for text embeddings. This is
the Ensemble of our implemented methods, based on the methods that were implemented
for this thesis (i.e. k-NN of Sec. 3.1, CNN-RNN of Sec. 3.2, R2Gen of Sec. 3.3, etc.). The
total number of ensemble members-models used for a single test instance is denoted by
N.
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In this chapter we will provide an exploratory data analysis for each dataset we used
during our research on this thesis. More precisely, we experimented with two medical
datasets, the ImageCLEFmedical Caption Prediction and IU X-Ray.

4.1 2022 ImageCLEFmedical Caption Prediction
The ImageCLEFmedical Caption 2022 dataset is a subset of the Radiology Objects in Context
(ROCO) [Pel+18] dataset. It includes medical images extracted from biomedical surveys of
PubMed Central.1 This year’s ImageCLEFmedical Caption dataset is an extended version of
the dataset used in ImageCLEFmedical Caption 2020. The dataset contains a wide variety
of modalities of images (e.g., X-ray, CT-scans, MRI, etc.), but the organisers did not provide
this information about the images. It is worth noting that the same set of images are also
used for the second task of ImageCLEFmedical Caption: Concept Detection Task. Three
example images of 2022’s ImageCLEFmedical Caption dataset can be observed at Fig. 4.1.

The data consist of exactly 83,275 training instances, 7,645 validation instances and 7,601
test instances. It is significant to note that the organisers did not provide the truth captions
as well as the truth concepts for the test set. Therefore, all multi-modal models mentioned
in Section 3 were not used during this challenge. For our experiments we only used the
combination of training and validation sets (i.e. 90,920 instances).

For the Caption Prediction task, each image is accompanied by its gold captions. This
year, approximately 97% (88,342 out of total 90,920) of the provided captions were unique
(associated with only one image), unlike the last year’s dataset where only 65% of the
captions were unique. This fact causes the task to be harder for retrieval-based approaches.
The maximum number of words (tokens) in a single caption was 391 (found in 1 image)
and the average number of words per caption was 19.14. The histogram and the boxplot
of the caption lengths (Fig. 4.2) indicates that the bulk of captions are shorter than 50
words.

Each year, the ImageCLEFmedical organisers use the BLEU metric [Pap+02] (it will be
described in Section 5) to evaluate the systems submitted in the final phase of the campaign.
1

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
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Fig. 4.1: Three images of the dataset [SSS08; Phu+15; MG11](1st row) with their corresponding
ground truth tags (2nd row) and captions (3rd row).

This year, ROUGE-1 [Lin04] was also employed as a secondary measure. The organisers
also noted that before computing the evaluation scores, the following pre-processing steps
would be followed:

1. Captions are converted to lower-case.
2. All punctuation is removed and captions are tokenised using a particular tokeniser.2

3. Stopwords are removed using NLTK’s “english” stop-word list.
4. Spacy’s lemmatiser is applied.3

We decided not to follow these pre-processing steps during the training of our models, to
avoid discarding or distorting any potentially important words in the gold and generated
captions, and utilise all the possible detail a medical text has to offer.

We combined the official training and validation sets for the experiments carried out during
this campaign, creating our own data splits. To be more precise, we used 84,920 instances
for training and the remaining 6,000 instances for validation and development (3,000 for
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2

https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/tokenize/punkt.html#PunktLanguageVars.word_tokenize.

3

https://spacy.io/api/lemmatizer.
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Tab. 4.1: Most common captions in 2022’s ImageCLEFmedical Caption Prediction dataset.

Caption
case a electrocardiogram with inferolateral early repolarization pattern
with jpoint elevation and qrs slur after hypothermia treatment red
arrow
case telemetry tracing ventricular fibrillation precede by a ventricular
extrasystole
case a a electrocardiogram with an aggressive inferiorlateral er pattern
during hypothermia treatment red arrow b the electrocardiogram be
completely normalise after adminbetration of beoproterenol infusion
the degenerative nuclear atypic area ancient modification he
chest xray

Occurrences
261

179

115
61
48

Fig. 4.2: Histogram (left) and Boxplot (right) of the length in tokens of all the official gold captions,
of 2022’s ImageCLEFmedical Caption Prediction dataset.

each). We decided to keep our validation and development sets so small in size, due to time
and resource constraints. We utilised the development set for testing and the validation
set to fine-tune the hyper-parameters of our models. We used a maximum threshold in
the training set to exclude any cases with captions longer than 80 words. This led to the
removal of 517 training instances.
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Tab. 4.2: Most common words found in the captions of 2022’s ImageCLEFmedical Caption Prediction dataset, with and without stopwords. There are 19,217 words (w/ stopwords) with
only 1 occurrence.

Word
Occurrences

the
129,758

Word
Occurrences

show
41,364

of
84,428

Most common words
show
and
a
in
41,364 40,003 35,811 34,437

with
32,688

be
24,649

Most common words (excluding stop-words)
arrow right
ct
image
left
scan tomography
24,555 20,340 16,495 14,703 12,752 11,655
10,628

arrow
24,555

chest
10,052

right
20,340

mass
9,192

4.2 IU X-Ray
Indiana University Chest X-Ray Collection (IU X-Ray) [Dem+16] is a collection of chest
X-Ray images from the Indiana University hospital that is available on Open-i, an open
access biomedical image search engine. 4 This dataset comprises 7,470 chest X-Ray images
and 3,955 radiology reports (which also defines the number of unique patients that are
included to this dataset). An example of a patient along with its report can be found at
Fig. 4.3. As it is observed, every report comes with six sections. The Comparison that
contains information of a patient’s history, the Indication that summarises the medical
justification of the examination, the Findings which describes the issue of the given chest xray image and the Impression that summarises the Findings section with the most important
information. The last two sections (MeSH and System Tags) refer to the concepts of the
given radiology image. The former, Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms, are manual
extracted tags from medical experts that characterise the radiologic terms of the given
image. On the other hand, the System Tags are automatically generated tags, extracted
from the combination of Impression and Findings sections. For the purposes of the thesis,
we utilised the Findings section as the diagnosis (caption) to predict for a given patient.
Moreover, as described in Section 2.1, multi-modal models use two or more types of data
as input. Hence, in addition to image input, the System Tags are also used as the tag input
for multi-modal versions of the systems we analysed in Section 3.

As we mentioned before, IU X-Ray contains 3,955 patients with the majority of them
having two images (Frontal and Lateral view). The number of images per patient can be
seen in Fig. 4.4. Thus, we decided to keep the patients who have exactly two images for our
research to keep the consistency with other SOTA models on the IU X-Ray dataset (e.g.,
R2GenCMN). As a result, following pre-processing, 3,195 patients (or 6,390 chest x-ray
images) were retained for the dataset. It is important to note that the authors of R2Gen
and R2GEN+CMN followed a similar procedure (preserving patients with two photos), but
their provided dataset has fewer patients (2,955 instead of 3,195), a drop of patients they
4
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Fig. 4.3: A random patient from IU X-Ray dataset (with its frontal and lateral radiology images)
along with its report. For our task, we used the Findings section as the caption and for
multi-modal purposes we utilised the System Tags as tag input. Every other section was
excluded.

did not thoroughly explain in their work.5 Therefore, we decided to keep our own sets.
Specifically, we followed the next splits: 80% for training, 5% for validation and 15% for
testing (see Tab 4.3 for a more detailed view of our splits).

# Images
# Reports
# Patients

Train
4,890
2,445
2,445

Val
542
271
271

Test
958
479
479

Tab. 4.3: The number (#) of images, reports and patients for each split we created, of the IU X-Ray
data.

From the 3,195 reports about 76% of the gold captions were unique (associated with only
one image). Unlike the ImageCLEFmedical dataset, retrieval-based approaches seem to
have greater performance on IU X-Ray, considering the number of repeated captions that
exist in the data. The maximum number of words (tokens) in a single caption was 176
(found in 1 image) and the average number of words per report was 37.27. Like the previous
dataset, a histogram along with a boxplot of the caption lengths (Fig. 4.5) is provided. It is
5

You can find the data that the authors of R2Gen(and R2GenCMN) used in the Dataset section of their repository: https://github.com/cuhksznlp/R2Gen
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Fig. 4.4: The number of images per patient in the IU X-Ray dataset.

important to emphasise that we did not remove instances with lengthy captions, like we
did with the ImageCLEFmedical dataset.

Fig. 4.5: Histogram (left) and Boxplot (right) of the length in tokens of all the gold captions, of
the employed IU X-Ray dataset. The analysis only includes the patients we kept, that is,
patients with exactly two images.
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Tab. 4.4: Most common captions in the IU X-Ray dataset we employed thoughout this thesis. It is
worth emphasising again that we used only the instances whose patients have only two
images (frontal and lateral views).

Caption
Occurrences
No acute disease. The heart is normal in size. The mediastinum is
42
unremarkable. The lungs are clear.
No active disease. The heart and lungs have XXXX XXXX in the
interval. Both lungs are clear and expanded. Heart and mediastinum
37
normal.
Normal chest Heart size normal. Lungs are clear. XXXX are normal. No
pneumonia, effusions, edema, pneumothorax, adenopathy, nodules or
30
masses.
No active disease. Both lungs are clear and expanded. Heart and
26
mediastinum normal.
No acute cardiopulmonary abnormality.. The lungs are clear bilaterally.
Specifically, no evidence of focal consolidation, pneumothorax, or
pleural effusion.. Cardio mediastinal silhouette is unremarkable.
25
Visualized osseous structures of the thorax are without acute
abnormality.

Tab. 4.5: Most common words found in the captions of the employed IU X-Ray set, with and
without stopwords. There are 529 words (w/ stopwords) of the 1874 words that our
dataset contains, with only 1 occurrence.

Word
Occurrences

Word
Occurrences

no
6,235

normal
3,372

the
5,639

Most common words
are
is
normal xxxx
3,819 3,770
3,372
2,820

of
2,737

and
2,736

Most common words (excluding stop-words)
xxxx acute pleural pneumothorax effusion heart
2,820 2,511
2,330
2,102
2,049
2,028

acute
2,511

lungs
1,983

pleural
2,330

size
1,854

clear
1,585
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Before presenting the results of our experiments, it is important to define the evaluation
measures we used to assess our systems. Specifically we have:

• BLEU [Pap+02]: The Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) score compares a
candidate text against one or more reference texts. The method involves counting
the number of tokens/n-grams (sequences of n words) that the candidate and reference text have in common. In particular, this thesis concerns four of its variants:
BLEU-1 which calculates the matching uni-grams, BLEU-2 which calculates the
matching bi-grams, BLEU-3 for matching tri-grams, and BLEU-4 for four-grams. We
also, experimented with the BLEU score of the ImageCLEFmedical campaign that
calculates for up to four-grams, using uniform weights. This score differs from the
BLEU-4 metric, as it counts every possible matching n-grams with n being from 1 to
4. More precisely, BLEU score is equal to the weighted average of the four previous
variants (i.e. BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3, BLEU-4).

• ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-L [Lin04] 1 : Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) is a set of measures that are used to evaluate how close is a generated
text to the gold/truth one. The former, ROUGE-1, considers the overlap of uni-grams
between the generated caption and the gold/truth caption, while the ROUGE-L, the
longest correctly guessed sequence of word-tokens along with the lengths of the
predicted and gold/truth captions.

• METEOR [LA07]: Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering
(METEOR) is an evaluation measure often used for Machine Translation related
tasks. It calculates how many uni-grams were successfully predicted, whether they
were arranged in the right sequence or not, and how much the correctly predicted
token placements in the prediction differed from the positions of the identical tokens
in the gold text.

1

CLEF organisers provided us this publicly available code for ROUGE-1 metric: https://github.com/google-research/
google-research/tree/master/rouge.
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Each year, the ImageCLEF organisers use BLEU [Pap+02] (in particular the one that
calculates for up to 4-grams, as we described above) to assess each team’s submissions, for
the Caption Prediction task. This year, they decided to add an additional metric to evaluate
the systems: ROUGE-1 [Lin04]. Therefore, we used these two measures to evaluate our
models and decide which ones to submit. As we mentioned in Section 4.1, we did not use
any of the multi-modal versions described in Section 3, as the concepts of the test set were
hidden.
Tab. 5.1: The BLEU and ROUGE-1 scores from all of our experiments on our development set. We
used this set as our test set, in order to decide which systems we were going to submit.
BSm is an abbreviation for beam-search, where m is the beam size. Also, CC refers to the
Consensus Caption method of [Dev+15].

ID

Approach

cp1
cp2
cp3
cp4
cp5
cp6
cp7
cp8
cp10
cp11
cp12
cp13
cp14
cp15
cp16
cp17
cp18
cp19
cp20
cp21
cp22
cp23
cp24
cp25

DenseNet121 k-NN (best k=28)
DenseNet201 k-NN(best k=22)
EfficientNetB0 k-NN (best k=16)
ResNet50V2 k-NN (best k=26)
InceptionResNetV2 k-NN (best k=31)
DenseNet121@CNN-RNN - BS3
DenseNet201@CNN-RNN - BS3
EfficientNetB0@CNN-RNN - BS3
ResNet50V2@CNN-RNN - BS3
InceptionResNetV2@CNN-RNN - BS3
DenseNet121@CNN-RNN - BS5
DenseNet201@CNN-RNN - BS5
EfficientNetB0@CNN-RNN - BS5
ResNet50V2@CNN-RNN - BS5
InceptionResNetV2@CNN-RNN - BS5
ResNet101@R2Gen (Authors)
DenseNet121@R2Gen (Best split)
DenseNet121@R2Gen (2nd Best split)
DenseNet121@R2Gen (3rd Best Split)
DenseNet121@ImageClustering + R2Gen
Ensembles k-NN (best k=18) (CC)
Ensembles CNN-RNN (MP)
Ensembles CNN-RNN (MVP)
Ensembles CNN-RNN (AP)

Development
BLEU ROUGE-1
31.6
11.1
30.1
11.3
31.6
12.7
31.8
12.2
29.6
9.8
30.2
15.6
30.5
15.7
31
15.8
30
15.9
29.8
13.8
31.9
14.6
31.1
15.9
32.8
16.7
31.4
15.3
30.2
12.4
28.8
14.9
30.8
19.3
30.2
19.3
30
19.9
31.8
18.9
31.9
12.6
29.3
16.6
28.4
16.3
28.5
16.4

After preliminary experiments, we observed that encoders with complex architectures
performed worse than encoders with fewer parameters. Hence, we did not use CotNet50
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[Li+22], BEiT [BDW22] and EfficientNetB5 [TL19] as the backbone encoders in our systems
and ensemble models. 2

For the final submission of the ensemble k-NN model (Sec. 3.1), we combined our training
and validation sets, to have more images to retrieve from. The k hyper-parameter was
tuned in the range [1, 100] direclty on our development set (the data we used as our test
set, as we described in Sec. 4.1), and the best k was 18. The respective k values for each
model are also provided in Table 5.1. It is important to note that this model did not produce
the expected outcomes for the secondary ROUGE-1 metric. For our initial submission, we
employed an ensemble of k-NNs with several image encoders from Table 3.1, apart from
the three encoder networks listed above (i.e. CotNet50, BEiT and EfficientNetB5). During
inference, we gathered the captions created by each ensemble member (for the test picture)
and used the CC technique [Dev+15] to choose one caption from them (see again Sec. 3.1
for more details).

For models based on the CNN-RNN system (Sec. 3.2), we only considered beam search
decoding for the submissions (BSm for short, where m is the beam size), as well as
ensembles with greedy decoding (MP, MVP, AP – see Sec. 3.2). An interesting point about
CNN-RNN models is that whenever we observed an increase in the primary BLEU score, a
decrease was detected in the secondary ROUGE-1 score. Consequently, we plan to further
investigate the generated captions step by step to conduct an exploratory error analysis
and shed more light on this phenomenon.

For the Transformer based methods (Sec. 3.3) we only experimented with R2Gen [Che+20]
due to the fact that its updated version (R2Gen+CMN) and VisualGPT performed worse in
our early experiments. We also substituted the ResNet101 with DenseNet-121 [Hua+17] as
the backbone encoder of the Visual Extractor module of R2Gen since it yielded better results
in preliminary experiments. Due to the image modalities of 2022’s ImageCLEFmedical
Caption dataset (e.g., it contains X-ray, CT-scans, MRI, etc.) we also experimented with
Image Clustering approaches, in an effort to use R2Gen’s memories acquired from captions
of similar pictures. Specifically the next process was followed:

1. As an extra step before training we clustered the embeddings of all the images
(generated by the employed DenseNet-121) using k-Means, with k = 8.3 This was
defined by varying k from 5 to 9 and evaluating each clustering with Silhouette
[Rou87].

2. For each cluster, we used the training images to fit a separate R2Gen instance.
2

CotNet50 and BEiT were imported from: https://github.com/leondgarse/keras_cv_attention_models

3

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.KMeans.html.
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3. Provided a test image, we retrieve the R2Gen instance trained on the cluster the test
image belongs to, and we use it to generate a caption.

For R2Gen without the image clustering step, we performed a K-fold Cross Validation
(CV) on our sets. Then, we maintained the top three models from the Fold-splits with
the highest BLEU scores, on their corresponding Fold-split development sets. Two of our
submissions consisted of model instances that were trained on the training set of the two
best fold-splits. Furthermore, we built another submission using the models from the three
best fold-splits and additional entries using the Captions Ensemble Model (see Sec. 3.4) to
decide the final reports. These submissions are shown in Table 5.2.

We utilised ClinicalBERT encodings rather than TF-IDF vectors, as previously mentioned,
because it performed better for the Captions Ensemble Model (Sec. 3.4, Fig. 3.9). This could
be as a result of ClinicalBERT being a pre-trained BERT [Dev+19] model on numerous
medical texts. The Captions Ensemble systems we submitted, along with their final scores
and ranking, are listed in Table 5.2.

Tab. 5.2: Our 9 submissions to the ImageCLEFmedical Caption Prediction task, along with their
rank on all submission runs. The development scores of submissions cp26, cp27 and
cp28 are not available due to the fact that their caption predictions were created using
other submission files. These three submissions are based on Captions Ensemble Model,
Sec. 3.4).

ID

Approach

cp14
cp26
cp27
cp22
cp8
cp28
cp18
cp19
cp21

EfficientNetB0@CNN-RNN - BS5
CEM of cp8, cp14, cp22, cp28
CEM of cp8, cp14, cp18, cp19, cp20, cp22
Ensemble k-NN (best k=18) (CC)
EfficientNetB0@CNN-RNN - BS3
CEM of cp18, cp19, cp20, cp27
DenseNet121@R2Gen (Best split)
DenseNet121@R2Gen (2nd Best split)
DenseNet121@ImageClustering + R2Gen

Development
BLEU ROUGE-1
32.8
16.7
31.9
12.6
31
15.8
30.8
19.3
30.2
19.4
31.8
18.9

BLEU
32.2
31.9
31.6
31.2
30.8
30.8
29.6
28.9
27.4

Test
ROUGE-1
16.6
18.1
19.9
11.7
17.4
20.6
20.1
20.5
17.6

Rank
11
12
13
14
21
22
29
32
42

We officially ranked 2nd among 10 teams in the Caption Prediction task. Our best model
was EfficientNetB0@CNN-RNN - BS5, which is based on CNN-RNN (Sec. 3.3) and
employed the EfficientNet-B0 [TL19] as the image encoder. We also ranked 1st in the
secondary metric (ROUGE-1) according to the official results, by using a Captions Ensemble
Model (CEM) of cp18, cp19, cp20 and cp27 with the Consensus Caption method (Sec. 3.4)
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5.2 IU X-Ray
For our experiments in IU X-Ray, we used all models (uni-modal, cross-modal and multimodal versions) with extensive exploratory analysis. All experiments were patient-wise.
More precisely, the two X-Rays for each patient were concatenated and utilised as the input
for each model in our studies. Moreover, to be consistent with researchers on the DC task
(like R2Gen’s and VisualGPT’s authors) we selected BLEU-4 [Pap+02] as our main measure
to evaluate our models. Additional metrics (in particular the measures we introduced at
the beginning of this Section 5) were also included in our results. More precisely, you can
find all results to our test set in Table 5.4.

From Table 5.3 it is observed that the more parameters a pre-trained encoder has (meaning
a more complex architecture) the worse the results we got. To the best of the author’s
knowledge, a possible scenario would be the fact that these complex architectures were
not tested before on medical datasets but only on general ones like COCO [Lin+14]. More
specifically, they were trained on millions of general data images (such as photographs
of people, animals, places, objects, etc.) that required far more processing power than
what we could afford. In the aforementioned table we present every image encoder from
Table 3.1, pre-trained on ImageNet [Den+09], along with its parameters and their BLEU-4
scores in 1-NN approach. As in the previous dataset, we excluded CotNet50 [Li+22], BEiT
[BDW22] and EfficientNetB5 [TL19] as backbone encoders, after their poor performance
in preliminary experiments.
Image Encoder
EfficientNetB0
DenseNet-121
DenseNet-201
ResNet50V2
CotNet50
EfficientNetB5
InceptionResNetV2
BEiT

Params
5.3M
8M
20.2M
25.5M
30.1M
30.4M
55.8M
86.7M

BLEU-4
8
7.8
7.9
5.3
2.7
4.7
5
2.6

Tab. 5.3: A comparison of the employed pre-trained image encoders of Table 3.1 (in ascending
order based on the parameters of their architectures) on 1-NN approach in the IU X-Ray
dataset. This indicates that more complex architectures are not necessarily better.

Regarding our final results (see Table 5.4) we can observe that multi-modal (MM) versions
of our employed models (mainly k-NN and CNN-RNN based ones) performed better than
their cross-modal ones. Do note that this study of using the tags as an extra input has not
received so much contribution by earlier researchers on the Diagnostic Captioning task
(to the best of the author’s knowledge), although it would be advantageous for DC tasks
to incorporate the radiologic concepts/tags used by medical professionals to describe the
findings of the patient’s medical image. It is worth noting that k-NNs and CNN-RNNs
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based models use EfficientNetB0 [TL19] as their backbone image encoder, due to its better
performance on all experiments conducted.

As we supposed in Section 4.2, due to a sufficient number of duplicate captions on IU X-Ray
data, neural retrieval approaches outperformed the CNN-RNN models, having about 22%
higher BLEU-4 (difference of about 2.2). Thus, we can conclude that retrieval methods
like k-NN are strong competitors for DC task and it was proved in AUEB’s NLP Group
previous entries in ImageCLEF campaign tasks [Cha+21; Kar+20; KPA19], as well. As in
the previous data, for the ensemble k-NN model (Sec. 3.1), we followed the same process,
i.e. we combined our training and validation sets. To fine-tune the k hyper-parameter, we
examined every integer number below 100; this time, on our test set, and all best k values
can been seen in Table 5.4.

However, retrieval approaches did not perform much better than our employed SOTA
models. Specifically, R2Gen and its updated version R2Gen+CMN had the best results,
with the latter one outperforming the former with 16.5 score on the BLEU-4 metric. This
is about 35.4% higher than our best implemented model (that is Ensemble k-NN@MM).
Meanwhile, the latter scored better in the METEOR score, a fact that we detected in some
scores between different models. In other words, when comparing two models, one model
that performs better on one metric could yet perform worse on another.

Despite VisualGPT’s excellent performance and intriguing design, it did not produce the
desired outcomes for our test set. A possible case of this problem is the training environment
used by the creators of this model, which required considerable computational resources
that our systems lacked. Hence, we altered its batch size (by reducing its number) to train
it without any problem.

In addition, a novel strategy that combines the Consensus Caption (CC) method of [Dev+15]
and a retrieval approach was also tested in relation to the CNN-RNN models. To be more
precise, using the cosine similarity function (detailed in Sec. 3.1) we obtained the top
ten training captions that were the most similar to the predicted text of the CNN-RNN
model. Following that, using the CC method we selected the most relevant caption with
the predicted one, and assigned it to the given test instance. Retrieval Consensus Captions
(RCC) is the name that was used by us to define this strategy. From Table 5.4 we can
observe that for both cross-modal and multi-modal versions of these networks performed
better with the addition of RCC on top.

Finally, using R2Gen+CMN, which was deemed to be the best model overall, we also
performed an error analysis. To be more precise, we reevaluated this model using a
random 10% sample from the test set (corresponding to around 47 instances). In the BLEU4 metric, it scored 14.3, which is lower than the score for the entire set by 15.4%. From the
perspective of the captions, we saw that just 17 distinct sentences were utilised throughout
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Approach
1-NN
k-NN (best k=37)
Ensemble k-NN (best k=19)
1-NN
k-NN (best k=32)
Ensemble k-NN (best k=65)
CNN-RNN
CNN-RNN+RCC
CNN-RNN
CNN-RNN+RCC
Ensembles CNN-RNN (AP)
Ensembles CNN-RNN (AP)
VisualGPT
R2Gen
R2Gen+CMN
CEM

AM
CM
CM
CM
MM
MM
MM
CM
CM
MM
MM
CM
MM
CM
CM
CM
UM

B-1
33
39.1
39.4
32.9
40.9
42
33.7
33.9
34
34.2
33.8
33.9
32.1
44.5
45
40.2

B-2
19.3
24.8
26.4
18.7
25.6
26.5
21.1
22
21.7
21.7
21.3
21.6
20.3
28.3
28.5
24.6

B-3
12.1
17
17.8
11.8
17.4
17.8
14
14.3
14.2
14.6
14.3
14
14.1
22.2
22.5
19.3

B-4
8
11.9
12.1
7.6
12.1
12.2
9.5
10
9.6
10.2
9.8
10
11
16.2
16.5
13.4

B
28.6
28.3
27.8
30.1
28.5
27.6
27
27.5
27.1
27.6
27.1
27.4
22.2
27.8
28.1
27.9

R-1
28.5
36.7
37.8
29.2
37.2
37.8
28
28.4
28.2
28.4
27
27.2
36.5
47.8
48
35.5

R-L
24.4
30.6
30.9
24.4
31
31
27.4
27.5
27.5
27.6
26.8
27.1
31.1
36.4
36.6
29.3

M
14.1
16.9
17.7
14.6
17.3
17.7
14.1
14
13.9
14.1
14.1
14
12.5
17
17.2
15.7

Tab. 5.4: The final results for IU X-Ray on our test set, along with their architecture modality (AM).
The MM is an abbreviation for Multi-Modal, CM for Cross-Modal, UM for Uni-Modal,
RCC for Retrieval Consensus Caption technique, AP for Average Probability ensembles
with greedy search, that we described in Sec. 3.2, B-n for the BLEU-n score, B for the
BLEU score up to 4grams, R-1 for ROUGE-1, R-L for ROUGE-L and M for METEOR. Note
that Transformer based models (VisualGPT and R2Gen based architectures) do not utilize
tag-derived language data. Therefore, these networks do not have a multi-modal form.
The CEM (Captions Ensemble Model, see Sec. 3.4 utilised the best models from each
approach. More precisely, Ensemble k-NN@MM (best k=65), CNN-RNN@MM+RCC,
R2Gen and R2Gen+CMN).

all predicted reports, compared to 192, which is a significantly greater number, on gold
captions. Also four of the 17 unique phrases were used more than half the time, showing
phrase repetitions. In other words, the model struggles to generate new captions, which
implies the diversity of its predictions may suffer. These texts are shown in Table 5.5.
Furthermore, several of the predictions were aberrant, although the captions for these
cases made reference to normal. Despite the fact that R2Gen+CMN outperforms every
model and continues to perform well in biomedical investigations, the reports contain
mistakes and phrase repetitions in large amounts.

.
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Tab. 5.5: The 4 captions among 17 unique captions in predicted reports that appeared over 50%
of the times in the best model’s (i.e. R2Gen+CMN) error analysis conducted on the IU
X-Ray test set.

Caption
no acute cardiopulmonary findings
the cardiomediastinal silhouette and pulmonary vasculature are within
normal limits in size
the lungs are clear of focal airspace disease pneumothorax or pleural
effusion
there are no acute bony findings
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6.1 Conclusions

This thesis addressed uni-modal (i.e. text-to-text), cross-modal (image-to-text) and multimodal (image &text-to-text) approaches that aim to assist medical experts in diagnosis
production. A task that in NLP research has named Diagnostic Captioning (DC for short).
We also examined how the radiology terms used by medical experts to describe a medical
image (e.g., X-Ray, CT scan, etc.) can provide additional notable information of a patient,
to the report generation. Due to recent developments in medical image processing, deep
learning-based strategies were employed. Our approaches also included retrieval-based
methods and novel techniques that employ the generated texts. The datasets we experimented were 2022’s ImageCLEFmedical Caption and IU X-Ray. Regarding the first dataset,
AUEB’s NLP Group managed to place second in the primary evaluation measure and first
in the secondary one, out of 10 teams, during the 2022’s ImageCLEFmedical campaign, with
the author serving as the primary driver for the task of caption prediction. The 2nd place
was achieved using a CNN-RNN approach with EfficientNet-B0 [TL19] for image encoding
and a GRU [Chu+14] for text decoding. Our analysis also included experiments with R2Gen
[Che+20], combined with image clustering, a new approach that was not tested before by
AUEB’s NLP Group (to the best of the author’s knowledge). For the second dataset (IU
X-Ray) we observed that retrieval approaches can be very effective, but encoder-decoder
models, and in particular the SOTA models we tested, perform much better. More precisely,
R2Gen+CMN [Che+21] has outscored all of the models we experimented with. An exploratory error analysis, however, led us to the conclusion that the reports predicted from
R2Gen+CMN, lack word variety. We also utilised ensembles of multiple models and three
different ensemble greedy search strategies regarding the CNN-RNN approach. However,
we did not notice any significant improvement in the measurements we used. Lastly, an
ensemble model that makes use of ClinicalBERT [HAR19] to utilise the captions generated
by the aforementioned systems was also used during this thesis. In this collection of the
produced captions, the aim was that each caption would equally influence the decision on
the selection of the most appropriate caption for a test image.
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6.2 Future work
In future work, we aim to investigate more neural retrieval methods and to explore more
multi-modal approaches that incorporate information from both images and text [Ram+21].
Additionally, we plan to look at how picture enhancement and image augmentation
techniques, similar to those used by the R2Gen authors [Che+20; Che+21], could improve
the comprehension of our models. Another concept we want to test in relation to image
processing, is extracting the positions of picture objects using Faster R-CNN [Ren+15],
so that the models may concentrate on certain image locations. Finally, we intend to
investigate additional Vision Transformer (ViT) models [Dos+20] as our image encoder
and pre-train our current CNN encoders using new medical datasets [Wu+21b].
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